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Television 
CINEMATOGRAPHY 

ABOVE SCENE in Jerry Fairbanks videofilm studios shows popular 
trend of TV film producers toward use of three cameras. Econ
omies are effected by shooting a scene simultaneously from 
three angles, thereby reducing number of camera setups. 

FOR ECONOMY of time and budget, TV film scripts should pro
vide for fairly long takes, with variety achieved through careful 
dollying in and out as well as panning with the action, as in 
scene at right for Frank Wisbar's "fireside Theatre" TV series. 

Filming The TV Dramatic Featurette 
Videofilms must have all the technical quality 
the public has come to expect in theatrical films. 

By HERB A . LIGHTMAN 

A SURVE:Y OF TV network program- camera handling, badly timed "editing" 
ming for the past six months re- by the Technical Director, and fluffs by 

veals the startling fact that while dra- the actors-all go out over the air with 
ma tic film series amount to just 10 per no possibility for retakes. As a re
cent of total network viewing time, these suit, there is a rapidly developing trend 
programs hold the lead in viewer popu- toward putting dramatic shows on film. 
larity by a wide margin. Among those The latest top dramatic show to switch 
at the top of the list are Fireside from live to film is the Schlitz Play
Theatre, Dragnet, Big Town, Gangbust- house, and several others are planning 
ers, Gruen Theatre, I Love Lucy, The to follow. 
Lone Ranger, Mystery Theatre, Racket It is a fact, also, that viewing audi
Squal, the Roy Rogers show, Sky King, ences are becoming more critical, not 
and the Stu Erwin Show, only of program content, but of tech-

It has now been proved to many who nique as well. Audiences now demand 
were watching and waiting that a live quality comparable to that which they 
TV show can never have the technical are used to viewing on their theatre 
quality and finish of a well-made film, screens. The burden of developing 
especially when it comes to a dramatic the mechanical techniques necessary to 
show. The director is at the mercy achieve such quality has naturally fallen 

cameramen of A.S.C. and other tech
nicians who have adapted the know-how 
of forty years of filming to meet the de
mand of the new medium. 

After several years of trial. and error 
on the part of the producers who pio
neered the filming of the dramatic fea. 
turette for television, certain techniques 
can now be considered standard oper
ating procedure for achieving the best 
results in this type of production. We 
can now set these down as guideposts 
for producers currently entering the 
field, and for those who will do so at a 
later date to satisfy the ever-growing 
audience demand for well-made TV dra
matic shows. 

.U...Jl------"'1...llM'-"""'~.' r.-.m~h-~1--f'-a,'J-f.~~}Ii:d:1~" vuu, aua :;ptc1ncauy upon the 

The production of dramatic featur
ettes for television _ _:requJres a special 
approach. We must remember that with 
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only a relatively small number of sta· 
tions now operating, budgets must be 
kept low. Production must be rapid in 
order to fulfill contracts of 13 to 52 
weeks, and certain technical concessions 
must be made to the mechanics of the 
television medium. 

7eteu.ta«>n Film Producti1 
By LE I G H ALLEN 

As in any other motion picture, the 
dramatic featurette filmed for television 
has its basis in the script. Generally 
speaking, one should avoid plots which 
are too complicated, since time limits 
will not permit full development of com· 
plex sub-plots. Actually, in the average 
film scaled to fill a half-hour time slot, 
there is just about time enough to fully 
develop and resolve one central plot 
line. While minor digressions from the 
main series of events will add variety, 
any major tangent will only detract 
from the force of the program. 

Dan Jenkins, radio-television editor for 
the industry tradepaper, Hollywood Re
porter, revealed some interesting statis
tics anent TV film producers in a recent 
column. Jenkins started a card file back 
in January, 1951, which contains a list· 
ing of every Hollywood TV film pro
ducing company announced since then, 
complete with titles of announced series, 
etc. Thumbing through it one day last 
month, Jenkins found the following 
rather frightening facts : 55 companies 
no longer in existence; 106 series which 
never got beyond the pilo\ stage, if in
deed they ever got that far . He contrasts 
this with his current data which shows 
today's best possible estimate of the situ
ation: 36 companies with a total of 44 
TV series either completed, shooting or 
definitely in preparation; some 21 ad· 
ditional companies involving 25 " an
nounced" series whose present status is, 
to say the least, doubtful. 

Photographers, Hollywood, is frequ 
hard pressed to supply camera ope1 
and assistants. 

By the same token, it is unwise to use 
too many characters in the short dra· 
matic film. Not only is a large cast ex
pensive in terms of salary, but it is also 
harder to get really finished perform· 
ances from a large cast on a light shoot
ing schedule. From the audience's point 
of view, it is confusing in a short run
ning time to have to identify and keep 
straight in one's mind a whole hatful of 
characters. A small cast, limited to two 
or three main players, will permit the 
director to work more carefully with 
each actor, and will keep the plot pat· 
tern clear for the audience. 

A bit of fantasy in the television fea
turette is sometimes valuable for vari
ety, but it should be used with caution
always bearing in mind the fact that 
there are those who tune in late on a 
program and who would be at a com· 
plete loss to understand a subject or 
technique that is too far-fetched. 

Because action in the TV dramatic 
film cannot have quite the scope of that 
which we are used to seeing on theatre 
screens, a greater load is placed on dia
logue. For this reason dialogue should 
be especjally well written, using a gen
erous amount of imagery to add to the 
actual picture which the audience sees. 
There should, however, be sufficient ac
tion so that the plot does not ,become 
".talky." Rules of dramatic construction 
characteristic of the one-act play also 
apply to the dramatic featurette, but 
with one major difference: since tele
vision is a commercial advertising me
dium, most shows are slanted for com· 
mercial sponsorship. In most half-hour 
shows there is a commercial spot at the 
beginning, one in the middle, and one 
at the end. For this reason the dramatic 
featurette filmed for television should 
reach a definite sub-climax near the 
middle, so that a commercial can be 
inserted. and so that the thread of the 

(Continued on Page 410) 

. 
Fred Jackman, Jr., A.S.C., and his 
Jackman Productions Organizatior 

"A year ago," says Jenkins, " it used 
to be the custom to announce that four 
different series would get under way at 
Pretzel Productions starting early next 
month (it was always ' early next 
month,' and still is 'early next month' ). 
But even those outfits which have made 
a go of it have tended to cut their series 
down to one for the most part, with 
only four existing companies having as 
many as three different series actively 
in production or in preparation .. .. 
We have a hunch that by this time next 
year . . . . only a handful of hopeful 
amateurs will be hanging around the 
fringes and new entries will be solidly 
backed by money, experience and 
material." 

• 
James Van Trees, A.S.C., has been signed 
for his third straight year as director of 
photography for Filmcraft Productions, 
producers of the Groucho Marx TV 
show on film. 

• 
The major broadcasting chains ( CBS and 
NBC) last month announced they will 
not enter TV film production, but will 
leave that production to others. 

• 
Screen Producers Guild Journal, last month 
predicted that the steady gobbling up 
of film production manpower by tele· 
vision may soon create a serious short
age of such talent in the major studios. 
Already, Local 659 of the lnternat10nai 
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photograph 
coming Red Sb 
TV shows 
film. Show 
will be prod 
by Key Produc 
subsidiary o 
Russell Seeds a 
tising agency. 

Fred Jackman, Jr. Key Prodw 
has acquired lease on one entire 
on Eagle Lion lot, and has com] 
$400,000 remodeling job on the 
which includes accommodations fo 
spectators. 

Jackman has designed a speci, 
mote control board for his came 
there will be three shooting the sh 
by which he can .turn cameras OJ 

off individually, put a cue mark o 
sound tape as an aid to cutting. 

Fred Jackman last year photogr: 
the commercials for the Skeltm 
show. His deal with Key Produ 
runs for period of seven years. . 
Gil Warrenton, A.S.C. , has been E 

by United World Films as di 
of photography on all TV film 
mercials. 

• 
John Boyle, A.S.C., is first camerarr 
use the recently introduced Ki 
Scene Slater, which automatically 1 
miniature slate before camera len 
records clap-stick cue mark. Boyl 
used device on "Big Town" TV 

AUGUST TV FILM PRODUCTION 
following cinematographers were , 
ly engaged in Hollywood last mo1 
reeling the photography of TV filr 

Lucien Andriot, A.S.C., Bing { 
Enterprises, RKO-Pathe Studio . 

Joseph Biroc, A.S.C., Marion Par: 
Prodns. 

John Boyle, A.S.C .. Gross-Krasne 
RKO-Pathe Studio. 

w;mam Bradford, A.S.C.. Flyi 
Prodns. 

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C, , She 
Prodns., Hal Roach Studios. 

Ems Carter, A.S.C., Federal TV 
((;ontmuea on iagt:. .;~;) 
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A Real Lab Machine_ 

The MICOP PRO is built to make good, sharp 
prints, picture only, sound only or composite. 
Diaphragm allows ten densities for color work. 
Not an amateur's toy, but a real laboratory in
strument. 16mm or 35mm models available. 

Model 25 (illustrated) speed 25/35' per 
minute. With 1200 foot flanges ........ $! 095 
The MICOP PRO is only one of the many S.0.5. 
"Firsts" which include the famous BRIDGAMATIC 
Continuous Fi lm Developing Machines. 
There's an S.O.S. catalog or bulletin on every
thing from studio cameras and recorders to print
ers and processors - all at worthwhile savings. 
Here under one roof - all your needs - a stock 
more varied and more complete than arty in the 
industry. See our classified ads in this issu_e. 

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP. 
Dept. F, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19 

Cable: " SOSOUND" 

AKELEY CAMERA AND 
INSTRUMENT CORP. 

I 7 5 V arlck Street 

New York 14, New York 

- Established 1914-

Designers and manufacturers of silent 
and sound motion picture cameras 
with 225° shutter opening, (288° 
shutter opening for television use) , 
gyro tripods and precision instruments. 
Complete engineering and machine 
shop facilities for experimental work, 
model and production runs. 

INQUIRIES INVITED 

improved type of viewfinder, discovers 
during rehearsal that the wheels of his 

- vehicles are behaving in some improper 
fashion, what can he do about it? 

The most obvious thing is to alter the 
speed of the vehicle. In all probability, 
if the vehicle is photographed at an 
angle, the effect, although present, will 
be unnoticed. But if these remedies 
should prove impossible-and, after all, 
the director is entitled to demand that 
elementary technical matters such as this 
should be subordinate to his ideas of 
the action-two remedies are left. 

The first - rarely practicable - is to 
run the camera at a faster or slower 
rate. The second-which I seem to re• 
member was once adopted by Sir Alex· 

ander Korda-is to fit the vehicle with 
wheels having a different number of 
spokes; in order to avoid guesswork the 
mathematics given above can be use
fully employed. 

The persistence of this elementary 
fault is due, perhaps, to the fact that 
we technicians have become so accus. 
tomed to it that we do not notice it, or 
perhaps in some cases think it is un
predictable. But the patron - especially 
the younger generation - notices the 
fault, and is curious as to its cause, 
which I have more than once had to ex. 
plain to a technically.minded boy. It is 
high time it was eliminated, along with 
other faults of the early kinema. 

FILMING THE TV DRAMATIC FEATURETTE 
(Continued from Page 393) 

story can easily be recaptured for the against a neutral.colored flat . A prison 
continuation of the film. is suggested by projecting bars on the 

The principal physical problem of wall, etc. In order to achieve this ef. 
producing short dramatic films has to feet, it is necessary to use a focus·spot 
do with settings. Here again the prob· lamp by means of which' small card· 
!em is a two.fold one: that of budget board cut·outs can be sharply projected 
and of suitability to the television me· against the background. 
dium. Generally speaking, the budget In designing sets for films to be 
will allow one fairly ambitious set, or shown on television, large areas of black 
three to give rather sketchy sets. A set- and white must be avoided, since they 
ting which is conceived realistically tend to produce an unpleasant "bleed· 
must be fairly ambitious and the detail irtg" effect on the TV receiver tube. It 
must be authentic enough to simulate is better to use tones of grey ranging 
the desired background. Therefore the from very light to quite dark. In place 
realistic setting is the most expensive of black a very deep blue will give bet· 
and time-consuming type of arrange- ter picture results. Similarly, costumes 
ment. should be designed to contrast properly 

There is a growing preference for with the background, as well as to help 
stylized or impressionistic sets which do create authentic . characterizations. 
not pretend to be realistic but which Camera technique as developed for 
contain just enough line and form to the theatre photoplay must undergo cer· 
convey the feeling of the desired set· tain adaptations in order to give the 
ting. Such sets can be constructed very best results in television filming. Ex
cheaply and easily-but they should be treme long shots should be used ,very 
designed by someone who knows his sparingly, since detail in this type of 
business or they will look amateurish. shot tends to blur out on the television 
Sets for TV dramatic films should be tube. Television is a close·up medium, 
constructed in such a way as to permit and that applies to films which are 
reverse camera angles, thus giving a created for the medium as well as to 

tubes. Dolly shots in and out are much 
to be desired, but they should be kept 
simple in order not to unduly increase 
shooting time. 

From the dramatic standpoint, a va· 
riety of camera angles is very desirable, 
but each new camera setup means more 
time and consequently more expense
so it is wise to gauge your camera 
treatment to the budget and shooting 
schedule. Similarily, intricate special ef. 
fects should be avoided, due to the time 
involved in achieving them and also to 
the fact that many subtleties apparent 
on the theatre screen become lost on the 
television tube. 

When undertaking the photography of 
a series of TV films, in which certain 
basic situations will be repeated in each 
film, careful pre·planning with an eye 
to shooting all takes in one locale at 
one time will result in considerable 
economy of production. This is espe· 
cia!ly true when panoramic establishing· 
shots involving many players are re· 
quired. Then it is wise to film all such 
shots at one time for use in the en· 
tire series, filing the extra footage for 
future use as needed. Further economy 
is possible through use of stock.shots 
which are available from the various 
commercial stock·shot libraries. These 
can be used to establish unusual locales, 
which otherwise might require long 
travel by a camera crew to film. Skillful 
editing or dissolves by the laboratory 
will give the illusion such scenes are a 
part of the original photography. 

In the final analysis, the viewing pub· 
lie expects the same quality in television 
film productions it has come to expect 
in theatrical films. While certain limita· 
tions in present video systems preclude 
the possibility of rendering this quality 
in full measure at the present time, great 
progress is continually being made in 
this direction. 

TELEVISION 
FILM PRODUCTION 

(Continued from Page 393) 

t~ree·dimensional feel)ng to the produc· live shows. Compo~itions should be ·1, Go!dw n Studios. also Screen Gems, 
ho~. Very often this result ca~ .he tight, but centered m such a way as 1• , Columbia Picture~ Cori. 
achieved through the use of a wild to allow for the cut.off of tube aper· ,V Le d Cl · t p I F H d Co 
wall," which is nothing more than a ture. which is characteristic of certain f Ro:::; De:;:;;,' A.;~ .. ·Ha~aR.oach 
movable flat that can be placed as receivers. ,, S d. 

The ne--lL_ '1 A A" is here' needed and dressed to form backings For economy of time and budget, the J; tuc ws. 0 . k t AS C T bl ch· 
/~, .....,.,. e.,aa,'r • f · 1 S h · h Id 'd f f . I l , eorge JS an , ... , a eau· ma 

WORTH MANY TIMES ITS PRICE! "or_ vanous,, reverse ang e scen~s. u_c scnpt s ?u pr~v1 e o; au y . ong ti Smith Prodns. MP Center Studio. 
mo,, Ready So,ad·Fllm ••!!!!11;1!1•- wild w~lls s~ould be of sufficien: ~1ze takes, with variety. be'.ng achieved ,, Curt Fetters, Ziv Productions Califor. 
~d~~~fau~a.ta~rame Count to permit a fair dept~ of composition. through care~ul dol_lying in a1:d out ~s \r. L nia Studios ' 
•S"""r;m,.35mmaad Where the budget 1s unusually low, well as pannmg with the action. This ('t H F · r h ASC Ed d L · 
i6m~ equivalents. J,,,.,~«~.clJ?i~,l!lr where time is of the essence,. or where implies that your actors will have to be 1} t p denry Mreu _•c 'p· . .. , C wtar ewis 
Piastre computer for cl . . l b f f lb k . . Lif+ ro ns ohon icture en er. every one In movies anti one esires a simp e ut orce u ac · good studies-that is to say, capable o ~ K I f' d A 5 C D ·1 p d f 
TV, from script to Scmn. ground without having to build extra memorizing lines rapidly and retaining ~- ar reun '. · · '' . esI u ro uc wns, 
Ready.Eddy • . • •• $2.00 • • f 'bl h cl h Th h . I h h Id • General Service Stud10s. 
Carryino case • • • .so ••;;;,;;.,..__ sets, It IS o ten poss1 e to use s a ow t em. e onzonta pan s ot s ou ) F d . k G t I A 5 C J h G d l 
Maihnv cod · · · ·10 patterns to excellent advantage. For ex- be used only when needed to follow ac· .J.i P '_: eric 1 afe Y,V 1• • ., po ~ u; e 

WRITE or ask your dealer. ~b. .. .......,,,',-'°"',,....J'-c,-~=--·l---.1-- -·- ... !..... • _ • _ • ~. _ rnnno. • ~ ~n nr n r:lnn rnnn,;i, ,·-.P.n, 
conn . • --···1~ .... ...... .... H .............................. ...,,._, .:::u.o_o".:::'"~'-'- .uy uvu: .::,.1.u1.,c J.L LatttLe::; ttu ttuuuy1ng _ <:11~· ---Y:l eral S, . Studios· also for Jan 

~ proJecting a cut-out of a Gothic wmdow tort1on at the edges of most television ·" ervice ' 
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F & 8 KELLY CINE CALCULA' 
An indispensable 
computer incorpt 
scales for everyda~ 

FOR 

Cameramen 
Sound Engineer. 
Film Editors 
Gaffers 
Assistant Direct 
Directors 
Lab Technicians 
TV Cameramen 
Tech. Directors 
Cine Technician 

8-1 Smm or 35m 

PRICE 

ALLIGATOR CU 
WITH BARN DC * Hangs from a nail on the w , * Clamps to a chair, door, 
or stand. * Sets on floor as a foot light. * Adaptable to almost every, * Barn door, swivels 360°. * For R2 - R40 or Par 38 Bui 

Price -

Clamp without Barn Door 
wired with plug and switch -Price 

Clamp only Price 
Above unit excellent for use with "COLORT 

SCHOEN & CROWE 
403 WEST 47th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

Clrcle 5- 4691 

Prodns., Inc., General Service Studios. 
Fred Jackman, Jr., A.S.C., Key Produc. 

tions, Eagle Lion Studios. 
Benjamin Kline, A.S,C. , Frank Wisbar 

Prodns., Eagle Lion Studios. 
· ~ohn Martin. Wm. Broidy Prodns., 
Sunset Studios. 

Joe Novak, Roy .Rogers Prodns., Sam 
Goldwyn Studios. 

Kenneth Peach, A.S.C., Jerry Fairbanks 
Productions. 

Robert Pittack, A.S.C., Lindslev Parsons 
Prodns., KTTV Studios. 
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Clark Ramsey, Revue Pro, 
lie Studios. 

William Sickner, A.S .C., L 
sons Prod., KTTV Studios. 

Mack Stengler, A.S.C.. F 
Prodns., Hal Roach Studio 
liam · Boyd Prods., Gen< 
Studios. 

Phil Tannura. A.S.C., McC 
General Service Studios. 
Davis Prods., General Ser· 

James Van Trees, A.S.C 

Prodns., Nl:IC :itud10. 
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